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In the same important year as Sissi won the contest announced by Comune di Milano and supported by
Fondazione Deloitte for the creation of a monument dedicated to Margherita Hack – now standing in front
of Università Statale in Milan - Maggiore g.a.m. presents her awaited personal exhibition with a series of

unreleased works.
«The exhibition name Trasguardi is a word I created to level weft and gaze, an eternal drive both in being

and weaving» Sissi says, highlighting how in these works her "emotional anatomy" investigates identities in
social and emotional interactions, in a metaphor of what is existing. Sissi's work intersects with her research

of multifaceted identity, just like fabric threads intertwine in these works, suggesting faces with traits
difficult to recognize, but full of emotional expressions and deep subconscious looks. Drawing using threads

needs time and contemplation, but it points out the creative process: a making process that is life's
expression, a process that intertwines all faceted actions and experiences that we all live.

Trasguardi is the title of Sissi's latest production, exhibited at Maggiore g.a.m. historical venue in
Bologna, where a series of works made in mixed materials and crossed by cotton and polyester threads
weaving and knotting are displayed. A white matt ceramic shell supports the weft, and framing the work it
becomes a bone structure aimed to support the piece, woven by stretched threads like tendons that remind of
muscle bands in an anatomic system able to generate texture. Their goal is to replicate human expression as a
weaving, but not only that. As a result of the digital takeover on analogic ways in our everyday life, just like
in a net, those warpings invite to think about the contrast between today's typical speed achieved by
advanced technologies and slow timing typical of the ancient art of weaving, made possible only by human
manual abilities. The weaving technique makes the drawing more rational, creating geometrical areas of
colors and broken lines, with an accuracy opposing to the free and distorted handmade shell shape. The result
is a picture gallery of portraits aimed to show a multifaceted identity, a net of pictures that shows a society
full of emotional interactions. The characters that appear melt away within the spots, transforming the few
anatomical details in knotted signs or highlighting non conventional smiles that want to explore the inner
world, which is Sissi's constant interest in her artistic research. 

Such research articulates through a language that taps into the scientific world as well as a personal
and intimate one. The starting points for her works are the thought on the body, that through a comparison
with the encyclopedic model reinterprets anatomy as a metaphor of the living, and an emotional data, that the
artist wants to shape and move into the matter she works with. Starting from the action of performance, the
artist investigates subjectivity and social and emotional body construction in an "emotional anatomy"
involving the constant testing on different artistic levels: performance results in a materic gesture that
embodies in sculptures, installations, drawings, paintings and photographs. The artist reshapes and
remodulates materials, techniques, languages, meanings and shapes, through a personal system of visual and
literary codes that renews everday life interpretation in taxonomic conditions.

With her works Sissi intends to show that everything goes through growing and movement processes
since its origins. It's a life process that in her vision is held together by knotting, through which shapes join
and create bonds, continuous entanglements.
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Biography
Sissi was born in Bologna in 1977, where she got her degree at the Fine Arts Academy. She's currently
teaching at Bologna Fine Arts Academy. Among her most recents projects, in 2022 she won the contest
named Una scultura per Margherita Hack, promoted by Comune di Milano, Casa degli Artisti e Fondazione
Deloitte on the occasion of the scientist's hundredth anniversary. The sculpture now stands in front of
Università Statale in Milan. In 2021 she realized the site-specific installation Radicorno for Parco Nazionale
d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise for the fourth edition of ARTEPARCO. It's a ceramic sculpture about 2 meters
high that wraps around itself up to the top, with a conic-shape tip with rainbow colors, realized thanks to the
support of Galleria d'Arte Maggiore g.a.m..
Among her most significant personal exhibitions there are: Dinners, ACP - Palazzo Franchetti, Venice
(2020); Bodies and Processes - Stories of threads, CSAC Parma, (2020); Garments, Palazzo Bentivoglio,
Bologna, (2020); Anatomic Manifesto, MAMbo e Musei Civici d’Arte Antica – Istituzione Bologna Musei,
Bologna (2015); Over the glance ties the rope, Mizuma Gallery, Tokyo (2008); Nature, Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (2006); Nests, MACRO, Rome (2004), just to mention a few. Her works have also been
exhibited in collective exhibits, such as: Crazy – Madness in contemporary art, Chiostro del Bramante,
Rome (2022); Bodies horizons, Palazzo del Mosto, Reggio Emilia (2021); PANORAMA, widespread
exhibition, Villa Sofia, Procida (2021); Santarcangelo Festival, S. Arcangelo di Romagna (2018); Porto
Marghera 100, Palazzo Ducale, Venice (2017); Patterns of Mind, Turku Biennal, Turku (2011); No soul for
sale, A festival of Indipendents, Tate Modern, London (2011); Testings, Padiglione Italia, 53. La Biennale di
Venezia (2009), among other ones.
Sissi's acknowledgement takes place also with the assignation of prestigious awards, such as the Gotham
Prize by the Italian Institute of Culture of New York in 2012, the New York Award promoted by the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2005, the Alinovi Award in 2003 given by GAM Galleria d'Arte Moderna di
Bologna and the Furla Art Award in 2002.
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